A big thanks to Sally and Karen for coming in and helping us to create the lanterns for the parade this weekend. We learnt a lot about structures and how they need good foundations and stable joints to be able to form the correct shape and stay strong. Thanks ladies for making it a great day for us and we can’t wait to light them up on Saturday night.

We had a busy day yesterday and this morning getting our cupcakes ready for the bake off. Each student made their own batch of mixture, chose their preferred food colouring colour for the cake and then decorated it with a range of interesting objects. They also got to make one to take home. I’m sure they will taste delicious.

Our scarecrow making has been a great learning opportunity. First we made the Halloween inspired one for the Paxton Fair and this week we have been making our space robot. She looks great and is shining proudly in front of the school. The kids put a lot of creativity and work into her, so make sure you have a look as you drive past.

As mentioned at the recent P&C meeting the school is currently planning the priority areas for the school for the future. Consultations with staff, students and parents have begun and I will provide more information in the upcoming weeks.

Over the next weeks of term, Miss Kierrin Elsley will be engaging the students in golf activities for sport. As part of these activities, she is organising an excursion to the putt-putt golf course at Hunter Valley Gardens. More information will be provided to students in the coming days.

We’ve also had some exciting news about our entry for the Tidy Towns Education Award. Atticus Burless and his family will be heading up to Nundle to accept the award of the school’s behalf. As part of the award ceremony there is a weekend long program of activities planned. If you are interested in attending the activities please contact the school for more information.

Kind regards - Michelle Murphie
A/Principal
Music News

We are off and running with our cheerleading/pom pom dance for this year. The children were very keen to perform their dance for the parents and Mrs Murphie last week. The children have had a great attitude in learning the dance and they are really trying their best. Every family have been given a CD to practise the dance at home.

Recorder News

The children have also been given a recorder CD to practise their pieces to.

Just a reminder that it would be great if the children could be practising their recorder regularly.

Deanne Baker
Student activities

Opportunities for and emphasis on environmental programs
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